Editorial

The Pendragon Press of Papworth have printed the Journal for many years and given excellent service.

The Press now use computer assisted phototypesetting for the preparation of work being produced by photo-lithography. It is intended that commencing with Issue 1, February 1980, to use this process for the Journal.

As well as being more attractive for technical reasons to potential advertisers, it will facilitate the addition of Russian resumés—one of the official languages of the W.P.S.A.

This now means that contributors must provide four copies of their summaries for translation. And all contributors in the future are asked to refer to the revised Notes for Contributors in this issue.

---

WORLD’S POULTRY SCIENCE JOURNAL

The Journal in company with others have inaugurated a Sponsorship Scheme whereby sponsors (mainly international companies) support the Journal by so many Units. A Unit is £100 annually.

To date our Sponsors are Dr. Gordon Rosen, an International nutritional consultant based in the U.K. (1 Unit), F. Hoffman-La Roche & Co.—Switzerland (1 Unit), DOW Chemicals, Kings Lynn, Norfolk England (1 Unit), Shaver Breeding Farms (Canada) (1 Unit)